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This book is dedicated to people everywhere who dismantle injustice with 
the one tool that can heal both victim and oppressor:  

God’s love.

To Steve, Brent, Kit, Chanelle, Sharon, and Becky who are numbered 
with those people.

To Maggie Mayhem, my Great Dane puppy, who was with me every 
stroke of the keyboard.



a cruel plantation owner is walking in the hot cotton field 
when he strides up to his slave, Hattie, who is picking cotton along 
with her eight-year-old son cecil and husband earl.

“Hattie, come on, i need your help in the shed,” demands her 
slave master. anger emanates from the slave master at Hattie’s 
hesitation to go with him into the shed. He demands again, “come 
on!” Hattie is visibly terrified. she unwillingly follows him into the 
shed.

Young cecil, witnessing all of this and worried about his moth-
er asks, “Pa, where is he taking ma?”

His father, earl, scared for both his wife and son, replies stern-
ly, “get back to work.” cecil refuses to listen and runs after his 
mother. 

earl screams, “cecil come back here, boy!” earl runs after cecil 
and grabs hold of him. cecil watches as the slave master takes Hat-
tie into the shed. sensing the danger his mother is in, he screams, 
“mama!”

“come here!” earl pleads. “look at me, boy! Don’t you lose 
your temper with that man. This is his world. We’re just living in 
it. You hear me? now get on back to work.”

—interpretive notes from the opening scene of the movie,  
Lee Daniels’ The Butler (2014)
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Foreword

Dismantling Injustice: A Disorderly Parable of the Song of Solomon 
brings the voices of a very rich array of characters from everyday life and 
the Holy scriptures to the conversation of dismantling racism. This is a con-
versation that stands in dire need of new ways to be held. The old methods 
of years past are not adequate because there have been many changes in the 
landscape, but in spite of them, there are many ways that it has remained 
the same. The threads of racism that plagued the main character in this 
book, congressman caleb morgan, in the early years of his life continue to 
thrive in america. They have become somewhat more sophisticated thus 
making it a bit harder to name them at times. But they are alive and well 
and all efforts to address them have to take their subtle nature into consid-
eration. The racism of the twenty-first century has to be addressed amid the 
cries that america is now post racial. Of course all thoughtful and honest 
people know that it is not.

The election of President Obama has contributed more than anyone 
would have imagined to moving us closer to our racial truth. some of the 
rage that is being vented in this present moment toward those in power 
is deeply rooted in the fear that is encompassing the hearts of those who 
thought that the presidency was for “white men only.” For the past eight 
years, they have had to live with the daily challenge that is presented to that 
notion by the presence of an african-american in the White House. This 
daily dose of reality has become intolerable and we see how it is being acted 
out in our daily political life.

along with this, we have seen white rage demonstrated by others as 
well. The most vivid examples are found in police behaviors in african 
american communities and in the ways that many policemen believe that 
they can treat nonwhite citizens. The highly publicized police shootings 
that we have witnessed are only a tip of the iceberg of rage and fear that is 
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not as deeply submerged as it was in past years. But, the rage and fear can 
continue to remain nameless in conversations unless there are honest per-
sons speaking with one another who truly seek to speak and hear the truth.

Dismantling Injustice helps the reader to see that the cycle can be bro-
ken when people are willing like the young shulammite woman from the 
song of solomon to hold fast to a deep internal conviction to the good 
shepherd. Faith that generates the ability not to be compromised by the 
trappings of oppression can lead to dismantling injustice. This hopeful 
message is so timely in this era of a mass sense of hopelessness and the 
willingness to acquiesce to polarization and violence as a way to respond.

april love-Fordham has brilliantly woven the story of congressman 
morgan and the story from the song of solomon into an engaging tapestry 
that invites the reader to travel on the path with the characters as well as 
engaging in personal reflection and spiritual practice. This is refreshing be-
cause it provides a very concrete way for the reader to make a response to 
the impact of Dismantling Injustice as each section is read. 

as a fifty-year veteran in this work of seeking paths to racial healing, 
i am delighted to know that Dismantling Injustice will be available as a part 
of the toolkit for healing. We need all of the healing voices that we can find 
to help in this challenging work. i am thankful for april love-Fordham’s 
voice as it is presented in this powerful testament.

catherine meeks, PhD 

catherine meeks is the retired clara carter acree Distinguished 
Professor of socio-cultural studies of Wesleyan college, the chair 
of the Beloved community: the commission for Dismantling 
Racism for the episcopal Diocese of atlanta, the author of five 
books, a religion columnist for Huffington Post, a community and 
wellness activist, and a mid-wife to the soul.
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Preface

Every morning, until you are dead in the ground, you are going to 
have to make this decision . . . You are going to have to ask yourself, 
“Am I going to believe what them fools say about me today?” . . . All 
my life I’d been told what to believe about politics, coloreds, being a 
girl. But . . . I realized I actually had a choice in what I could believe.”

—aibileen clark1

The song of solomon has a powerful message that has sometimes 
been twisted into appalling and simply absurd interpretations. One com-
mon interpretation compares god to King solomon who kept sex slaves 
and benevolently seduced them (several hundred of them) into his bed. 
This interpretation claims that the relationship between the King and one 
of his sex slaves illustrated the perfect, intimate love between god and 
each of us. another interpretation claims that the song was an ancient sex 
manual—instructing married couples how to enjoy god-approved sex. to 
believe this version is to believe that the lust of the mighty King solomon 
was sacred and that the oppressed—his many sex slaves—experienced 
complete sexual fulfillment in his arms. However, those versions are not 
the real story of the song of solomon. The real story is one of resisting and 
overcoming oppression while falling intimately in love with the creator.

in reading this book, you will walk away with both a parable that will 
challenge you, and a thorough verse-by-verse understanding of the song 
of solomon. in addition, at the end of every section, there are instructions 
for a spiritual practice tailored to help those who practice it draw closer to 
god.

1. stockett, The Help, 63.
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The Parable

jesus used parables—stories of everyday people—to illustrate spiritual 
truths. His parables were not nice, tidy stories. They were subversive and 
meant to challenge things that the listener thought were truth, but were not. 
Dismantling Injustice: A Disorderly Parable of the Song of Solomon is a story 
of everyday people that illustrates the spiritual truths found in the song of 
solomon. First, it will cause you to question everything you thought you 
knew about the song. second, it will teach you how to identify and oppose 
unjust world systems. Finally, it will demonstrate how the dismantling of 
unjust systems begins within your own heart.

Spiritual Practices

i am persuaded that each of us has a profound longing for god, but 
i am also convinced that god has an unfathomable longing for each of us. 
Despite our flaws, god sees us as beautiful and precious. Yet, god does 
not force god’s love upon us. We can either allow god to draw near or 
push god away. The spiritual disciplines in this book give us an intentional 
way to open ourselves to god and experience the fullness of a relation-
ship with god. not coincidentally, as seen throughout scripture, those who 
grow close to god are often empowered to dismantle injustice whether it 
is large-scale social injustice or seemingly small injustice in our own back-
yards. These spiritual practices can be transformative. i encourage you to 
give them a try.

Group Study

if you are studying this book with a group, then you may find ap-
pendix 1 useful. appendix 1 divides the book into eight lessons and offers 
questions that will jumpstart group discussions.

Disclaimer

This parable is a true story in the sense that it is a combination of 
embellished facts. all names, dates, places, events, and details have been 
changed, invented, and altered for literary effect. The reader should not 
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consider this parable to be about any particular part of my life or any par-
ticular community of people. it is a work of literature.

Disorderly Parable Bible Studies

Dismantling Injustice: A Disorderly Parable of the Song of Solomon is 
the second book in the Disorderly Parable Bible Studies series. The first was 
James in the Suburbs: A Disorderly Parable of the Epistle of James. 
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The Meet Cute

Now may the God of peace, who brought back from the dead our 
Lord Jesus, the great shepherd of the sheep, by the blood of the eternal 
covenant, make you complete in everything good so that you may 
do his will, working among us that which is pleasing in his sight, 
through Jesus Christ, to whom be the glory forever and ever. Amen.

—Hebrews 13:20–21
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1

Surprised by the Holy Spirit

“Those who plan everything to a ‘T’ don’t allow themselves to be 
surprised by the freshness, fantasy, and novelty of the Holy Spirit.”

—Pope Francis1

it was the cold winter morning of February 26, 1998. i was late as 
usual. Despite my propensity to be organized and professional, i was al-
most always late. i would work on whatever project or hobby had captured 
my interest until i made myself almost late. Then i would rush off, pan-
icked, desperate to still make the appointment on time. even so, the fear of 
being late was minor compared to my fear of being bored. i hated standing 
around—or even sitting around, for that matter—with nothing to do. so i 
was doomed to rush from place to place often five minutes late. Or, let’s be 
honest, sometimes fifteen. This morning was no different. today, i was late 
for my flight back to Dc.

i vowed silently that the next time would be different. i would leave 
early. i would find a hobby i could do while i waited. Then i would be late 
no more. But as i mentioned, this morning was no different than usual. 
same vow as usual too. a vow that would soon be forgotten like all of the 
other identical vows made in the frustration of the moment.

looking out the dirty window of my cab for the first time, i noticed 
that it was dark outside even though it was half past nine. The clouds in the 
sky were foreboding. Rain came down in torrents. it was cold outside, but 

1. Pope Francis’s address to the curia on December 23, 2014.
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not cold enough to snow. There were only a few cabs in front of mine at 
the terminal, but i was unwilling to wait for the taxi to reach the sheltered 
drop-off point. so i paid my fare, grabbed my briefcase and overnighter, 
and ran toward the terminal. upon entering the terminal, soaking wet, my 
greatest fear was realized. The announcement scrolling across the bottom 
of the arrival-departure screen said that my flight was delayed. i was going 
to be bored for certain now. a six-hour delay! cnn, on a screen a few feet 
away, announced that temperatures were quickly dropping. The rain had 
already turned to snow in most cities. snow was going to shut down the en-
tire northeastern seaboard: new York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Wash-
ington, Dc. Having already checked out of my hotel room, i was stuck.

Disgruntled, i went to my gate and looked for a seat next to a window. 
it wasn’t hard to find. There was a mass of empty benches, each with five 
bucket seats, lined up perpendicular to the windows. at least i could watch 
the dark winter storm clouds roll across the sky as the rain turned to ice and 
eventually snow. i sighed, flung my belongings into the seat next to mine, 
and sat down. i was alone—not another soul anywhere near the gate—ex-
cept for the woman staffing the coffee kiosk, which smelled of hot chocolate 
and apple cider in addition to coffee beans. apparently, everyone else had 
had the foresight to check the weather before heading to the airport. not i. 
i had worked out on a stair machine in the smelly hotel gym while watching 
reruns of c-sPan testimony on allegations against President clinton. De-
spite my present frame of mind, i had actually woken up in an exceptional 
mood. i was feeling a great deal of personal success having recently gotten 
a humorous op-ed piece published in the new York times. it was written 
in support of the feminist non-profit group raising money for a defense 
fund for monica lewinsky. The piece had gotten a lot of mileage among my 
friends and co-workers. i was basking in my fifteen minutes of fame.

However, at that moment, sitting there in the empty terminal in the 
molded-plastic bucket seat, i was already bored. Because of government 
regulations, i only had a pad of yellow paper to doodle on. my state of the 
art iBm ThinkPad 380 laptop that i used in my day job contained classified 
government information and was being shipped back to my office along 
with the other materials i had used to make a presentation the previous day. 
apparently, you could trust the post office with classified material, but not 
Delta. in reality, i could have brought my laptop with me on the plane, but 
only if i were willing to wear it handcuffed to my wrist—an inconvenient 
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regulation at best. just try navigating a plane’s tiny, unkempt restroom with 
one wrist strapped to a laptop and see how well that works out.

i was silently lamenting my situation when it happened. it was no 
happy accident. it was better. it was an outstanding event, which i would 
treasure for a lifetime—one of those incredible happenings that sweetens 
as the years pass. i was to meet a man like none i had ever met before. We 
were unlikely friends. He was fifty-six years my senior. i was twenty-eight, 
white, and just beginning my career. He was eighty-four, black, and had just 
announced the end of his career. What brought us together were his bold 
grit and my dogged curiosity. Yet his implausible friendship would forever 
change the way i saw the world.

as i sat staring through the giant picture window at the ominous 
clouds moving together to form one massive blanket that would soon 
encompass the entire sky, he lumbered toward me from across the termi-
nal. i glanced in his direction to see who had entered. He was a large man 
dressed in a dark blue suit, a starched white shirt, and a cobalt blue tie with 
matching suspenders. Very classy in an i-have-my-own-style way. The way 
he walked reminded me of an old superman—once able to leap tall build-
ings, but because of age, now limited to taking the stairs. still in no way 
decrepit—he simply took the stairs, not the elevator. He was as fit as a man 
his age could be—just old. another black man, my age, was with him. He 
was just as distinguished and carried himself with just as much a sense of 
dignity. The younger man was carrying a black leather briefcase and talking 
on a cell phone. The older man held nothing but a bottled water and a rolled 
up newspaper.

i glanced away quickly so as not to seem to notice them. Yet, they kept 
walking my way getting closer and closer. The closer they got, the more 
uncomfortable i felt. The terminal was quite large and still empty. Why 
didn’t they give me some space and at least sit on the other side of the ticket 
booth? The younger man held back at the edge of the seating area to finish 
his phone call, but the older gentleman walked to the bench facing mine 
and claimed a seat directly across from me. He took off his suit jacket, hung 
it over the seat, and while still standing held out his hand, and said, “good 
morning!”

With his enormous hand outstretched toward me, it was obviously 
impossible to pretend any longer that i hadn’t noticed him. By reflex, i held 
out my hand, which looked childlike in comparison to his. to my complete 
surprise, as i looked up into his eyes, i recognized him. The united states 
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congressman caleb morgan. His eyes had me—immediately. They were 
perhaps the kindest eyes i had ever seen. They were a light hazel color with 
sparks of gold. He had a graying goatee and short graying hair.

“looks like we have a six hour wait,” he announced. “my name is 
caleb, but you know that,” he chuckled—pleased with himself. “i saw the 
recognition cross your face when we shook hands!” He was not trying to 
hide the fact that he liked being recognized. it amused him.

“Yes sir. it would be hard not to recognize you. i’m a big fan.”
i started to tell him my name, but before i could, he asked, “What do 

you do for a living?”
“congressman morgan, i can’t tell you that.” my response was sassy 

and playful.
“my goodness woman! Why not?”
“You’ll stop talking to me.” Our eyes locked and he thought about it. i 

didn’t realize it at the time, but he was the one playing me.
“You are a reporter?” he guessed.
“no. i’m a technology advisor to the White House. i work for a Dc 

think-tank.”
again, he laughed. “i know you who are.”
“You know me?” now i was genuinely confused.
“i was in the room yesterday when you gave status to the joint chiefs. 

good move your firm made when they sent you to give the status. never 
seen the chiefs be so gentle on the bearer of bad news during a Q&a session 
before.”

i was still beyond words that this important man was speaking to 
me. and even more stunned that he knew me. By no means was i anyone 
important. The meeting to which he referred had been a crowded gather-
ing of sixty or so. most were in uniform. i had only been allowed in the 
oversized meeting room during my presentation. Then i was escorted to a 
dull waiting room, with no windows, white walls, and speckled floor tiles. i 
was to remain there available in case there were any questions for me later. 
However, congressman morgan was right. my boss had sent me to deliver 
the status because he thought the powers that be would go easy on me. 
Overwhelmed, i sat, eyes wide, and staring at congressman morgan with 
no reply. 

The silence lasted a bit too long. He let the thought that i had been 
stalked settle into my head. after a second, he went on, “There is no reason 
that i can’t talk to you, young lady. i see you have a pad of paper and a pen. 
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We have work to do. six hours until the plane departs. i think that is just 
about enough time.”

“How is that?” 
He was lighthearted and teasing me, but i sensed there was something 

he wanted from me. i wondered where this was going to take us. “are we 
going to be doing espionage together, congressman morgan?”

“i have a story for you to write.”
“i’m not a writer.”
“i beg to differ. Yesterday, i saw you weave an otherwise lackluster 

status report into an irresistible story. The chiefs listened. You are a natural 
storyteller. Plus everyone has read your op-ed on the lewinsky affair.”

“i don’t think everyone has read it.” i smiled proudly.
He shook his head knowingly and laughed, “i have been looking for 

a woman to write my story for me. i have talked to several writers. it’s too 
religious and touchy feely for most. They don’t get it and i don’t want them 
to write it. However, you have the raw skills that i’m looking for: freshness 
and a sly sense of humor. i realized it yesterday while i was listening to you 
speak. Then when i saw you get out of the cab this morning, i considered 
it a divinely planned encounter. too old to chase you down, i realized we 
were probably both on the same plane back to Dc and decided to catch up 
with you on the plane and make you a proposal you’d be crazy to refuse. But 
this is outstanding—a six hour delay.”

His request didn’t just seem preposterous. it was preposterous! i didn’t 
know if i could write. i did know that i already had a job that kept me 
busy fourteen hours a day, six days a week. But he was so important and so 
certain that our encounter was of a divine nature that i didn’t dare argue. 
Besides, if i refused, it wouldn’t have been because i was too busy, it would 
have been because i was too afraid of disappointing him.

He leaned forward and took a very serious tone, “Do you believe in 
god?”

“i do. But i rarely go to church. i got turned off while i was in college 
by the lack of women in leadership positions. i’m one of those people who 
likes the teachings of jesus, but i’m not so hot on his present day followers.”

“Perfect. Have you read the Bible?”
“except for all of the ‘begots.’”
“so and so begotten by so and so?” he questioned. 
“exactly.”
“They are a bit tedious,” he conceded.
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“i did take some elective Bible courses in college and i’ve written an 
article for a christian feminist magazine too. Why do you ask?”

“Because my story weaves together my life and a Bible story—a Bible 
story that changed my entire life—a Bible story that has sadly been misin-
terpreted by the great majority of scholars.”

He paused and i stared into his beautiful old eyes. The moment felt 
holy. Holy was a feeling i was unfamiliar with and immediately wanted to 
shake off. it scared me a bit. But i plowed through it. 

“so you think that i, a lowly staffer, who writes controversial op-eds 
in her free time, am qualified to interpret the scripture while weaving your 
story into it?”

“my father was a minister. He has done the exegeting for us. i will 
teach you what he taught me and i will tell you my story. all you have to do 
is the weaving.”

“What is your goal for this project?”
“in my opinion, a good deal of the church is unhealthy. it teaches the-

ology, morality, and, occasionally, good works. But it doesn’t teach people 
enough about having a relationship with god. Hence, the church—and 
churchgoers—have morphed into something virtually unrecognizable as 
belonging to christ. instead of using our intimate, life-changing relation-
ship with god to put god’s healing love into action, too often the church 
ignores who god is and where god is leading them. When this happens, 
the church has been known to participate in racism, sexism, and many 
other injustices instead of being the hands and feet of christ.”

Then he wagged his finger at me, “You’ve had a taste of that unhealthi-
ness and the unhealthiness is exactly why you left the church.”

He was right. “Why do you want a woman to write it?” 
“Because it has a strong woman character and is immensely applicable 

to the women’s movement. a man is never going to do that aspect justice. 
But you can. any woman who has the guts to show compassion to monica 
lewinsky has the guts to think out of the box about right and wrong.”

now i was beyond intrigued. Thrilled really. Plus i wasn’t going to 
have to spend the next six hours in the airport bored. i was ready to listen. 
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The Shulammite

“Gimme hate, Lord,” he whimpered. “I’ll take hate any day. But don’t 
give me love. I can’t take no more love, Lord. I can’t carry it . . . It’s 
too heavy. Jesus, you know, you know all about it. Ain’t it heavy? 
Jesus? Ain’t love heavy?”

—Henry Porter1

“i was the shulammite.” Those were the words that congressman 
morgan, or caleb, as i would come to call him, used to start his story. He 
said them as a declaration of truth as if they summed up who he was in his 
entirety. i had no clue what a shulammite was, but when he didn’t take a 
breath for me to slip in a question, i jotted it down on my yellow notepad 
for later.

His story took me way back in time to February 1968, two years be-
fore i was even born, to the monday morning of his first week as the new 
baseball coach at grandville High school. it was a big county high school 
about forty minutes west of atlanta with a brand spanking new all-brick 
athletic facility. segregation had just been made illegal and that had opened 
the door for this opportunity. most all-white high school doors were still 
closed to black teachers, but grandville coveted caleb’s consistently win-
ning baseball teams. so even though the school was 98 percent white and 
characteristically racist with an active chapter of the KKK meeting there 
every other month, they hired him. He would be the only black teacher.

1. morrison, Song of Solomon, 24.
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still, he was looking forward to starting over. 
so far, his life felt like a lot of “starting overs.” He had started over 

when his precious grandmother, the only family he had ever known, had 
died. Reverend morgan (better known as “Doc” to his african-american 
congregants who spanned all of colquitt county) and Reverend morgan’s 
wife had adopted caleb at ten years of age. He had started over when at 
twenty-five he got a full scholarship to jackson state to play football. He 
had started over again when he was drafted by the Browns into the all-
american Football conference. 

up until then, starting over had always meant moving to something 
bigger and better than what he had previously had. Well, maybe not bet-
ter—his tiny, bent over, wrinkled, old grandmother with flashing brown 
eyes had been the absolute best and always would be even though his ad-
opted parents, the morgans, took a close second. But moving in with them, 
meant he no longer worried where his next meal might come from or if he 
and his grandmother would have enough money for heat in the few weeks 
of winter that they experienced in the Deep south. if not exactly better, the 
moves were always definitely bigger. to bigger houses, more money, richer 
successes.

However, that run of “bigger and better” had changed five years into 
playing for the Browns. He heard a crack in his neck during practice. The 
c-5 vertebra in his neck cracked upon impact. it simply seemed dizzying 
at first. But within seconds, he lost control of his legs. starting over that 
time, it seemed that bigger and better was not a possibility. unemployed 
and essentially homeless, it was a year before he could walk again and an-
other year before he regained his strength. even then, he would never play 
football again. 

after a fairly short battle with depression, he realized that all was not 
lost. He married his high school sweetheart and landed a coaching job back 
in his hometown in the run down all-black high school where he had grown 
up. But he wasn’t coaching football. They had needed a baseball coach and 
felt he could handle it. He needed a job. twelve good years had followed 
and he had grown to like baseball even better than football. His all-black 
teams had done phenomenally well and a few of his boys had gone on to 
play in college. 

Then his spirited, perfect-in-every-way, wife died of breast cancer. He 
was devastated. 
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it was at that juncture that the low pay, the one horse town where he 
had lived all of his life, and the dealing with the same old problems sprout-
ing from students swallowed up in poverty began to overwhelm him. 

so, here he was. He was starting over again.
But this time, he was on his own—for the first time in his life no ex-

ternal circumstances were pushing him on down the road. This time it was 
coming from inside. He was angry, tired, and restless. This time he was 
taking matters into his own hands.

He didn’t want to feel the love he had once felt for his community any 
longer. it was too much for him. too painful. He could never feel hate for 
his community, but he just didn’t want to feel love any more. He wanted to 
go somewhere where he felt nothing for a change. 

The civil rights movement was in full swing. He and his community 
were well aware that they were caught in an unjust system that they had 
not chosen. These once victims of slavery were now victims of inhumane 
poverty, underpaid even when they were able to get work outside of picking 
cotton. segregation was a tightly held unjust system, which had even kept 
his wife from getting proper medical care. The white hospital wouldn’t let 
her in the door. The “negro hospital”—in a medical building too run down 
for the white folks to go to any longer—was half a day’s bus ride away sit-
ting the entire way in the back (of course) of an unpleasant, neglected bus. 
During her visits, if she was lucky enough to get a room, she shared it with 
five or six other very sick women.

The less than modern medical care she had gotten had left him broke. 
after her death, he had grown more and more resolved to escape from all 
of the things that held a black man back. He had even convinced his father 
and the church elders that they needed to go with him to selma where 
they marched with martin luther King jr. and others. caleb wanted change 
and it couldn’t come soon enough. He wanted success, a nice house, a nice 
car, and proper health care. But after witnessing the chaos and violence in 
selma, it became evident to him that he could not arrange for every black 
man to have the things he might be able to get for himself. That was his 
downfall. The day he fell in love with the idea of having fancy things for 
himself without regard to the needs of his brothers.

so this was another day of starting over. This time, it was with no one’s 
interest in mind but his own. He felt great—convinced that he had won the 
jackpot. 
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The tall, yet unattractive, athletic director at his new school, a man 
whose main goal in life was to keep the fans just happy enough to let him 
keep his job, was to be out of town the morning caleb started. Therefore, 
sunday afternoon they had met in the sunny tree lined parking lot to ex-
change the keys he would need. That is how caleb gained entry the next 
morning and was able to surprise the boys huddled in the spotless locker 
room, which still smelled of new paint. 

caleb had been wandering through the facility with a big smile on his 
face taking it all in when he heard voices coming from the locker room. The 
door had been left propped open with a trashcan so he entered without a 
sound. a transaction of amphetamines was underway. caleb stood out of 
the boys’ line of sight and listened. They hadn’t noticed him, but he could 
see them in a mirror that was hanging on the back of a locker across the 
room. The largest of the three boys—a white boy caleb would later learn was 
considered the team’s ace—was selling the drug to the other two younger 
players. One of them was a black student who had been recruited from the 
nearby black high school to increase the chances of a state championship. 

From the conversation, the younger white boy had obviously doped 
before, but not the black guy. The ace had gotten the drugs for the younger 
guys. caleb stood motionless, waiting to see what would happen. after the 
money had traded hands, the ace gave instructions to the black boy on how 
to inject the amphetamines. 

“show me,” insisted the black player as he exposed his bicep. 
as the ace showed the boy how to prepare the syringe, caleb rounded 

the corner. The boys didn’t move. caleb was blocking the entrance to the 
locker room, but not the exit. They didn’t know caleb from adam, but they 
were conspicuously unconcerned that caleb saw them. The ace placed the 
syringe in the box he had delivered the drugs in, put it on the bench, shook 
the hands of the two younger players, and started walking toward the exit. 
The black player gathered up the goods and stuck them in his locker.

lowering his voice an octave and standing a half inch taller, caleb 
demanded, “Where do you think you’re going?” The ace glanced back, but 
kept walking. “stop!” demanded caleb to no avail. 

caleb turned his attention to the younger players. “give me the box.”
“are you serious?” asked the remaining white player.
“Damn right i’m serious.”
“Who the hell are you?”
“i’m the new coach. and no one on my team dopes. give me the box.”
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The black kid handed him the box and the two boys started to follow 
the ace out the exit. 

“sit down.” caleb demanded. But no one sat down. They kept walk-
ing. They exhibited no fear. caleb was just an irritant to them—a gnat that 
would be squashed if it came too close. Knowing the boys couldn’t get far 
and that he had possession of the drug, he let them go. after all, it was his 
first day and his only other choice was to take physical action against them. 
He looked back at the locker that the ace had been using. last names had 
been painted in block letters on the metal doors. His was Bennett.

***

Back at the airport, the rain turned to snow. congressman morgan’s 
assistant walked over and whispered something in his ear while holding up 
a message pad so the congressman could read what was written on it. as 
soon as congressman morgan answered, his good-looking assistant gave 
me a friendly smile. i smiled back, but the assistant was gone almost imme-
diately. He had taken a seat out of earshot of our conversation and appeared 
to be busy working.

i took this pause in congressman morgan’s story to ask my first ques-
tion, “You said you were the shulammite? What does that mean?”

“Well, the shulammite is the young heroine of an ancient Old testa-
ment love story—a sort of primitive opera.2 it’s sometimes called the song 
of songs and sometimes the song of solomon. The heroine’s name is never 
told, but in a later act of the opera, she is called the shulammite.”3

given congressman morgan’s explanation, i was still having trouble 
seeing this big masculine man as a young shulammite woman. But he re-
jected my further questions telling me with a twinkle in his eye to “listen 

2. ginsburg, The Song of Songs, 176–177 and Pope, Song of Songs, 596–600. There are 
many theories among scholars about the name or title “shulammite.” ginsburg believed 
it was a title used to identify the heroine as being from the town of shulem, now known 
as sulam in northern israel. Pope points out several other theories. Perhaps her name, 
being similar to solomon, was meant to make the reader see her as an anti-solomon or 
even a female solomon. could the ancient composer have given her a name that was 
simpatico with solomon’s—similar to jack and jill? some have noticed that the name is 
similar to shalom, the Hebrew word for peace. They speculate that the author wished to 
emphasize what the shulammite says about herself in song 8:10: “i was in his eyes as one 
who brings peace.” 

3. song 6:13.
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up.” to my satisfaction, the hours flew by and soon enough we were on a 
plane home. congressman morgan was in first class—forced there from his 
economy seat by an admiring flight crew. His assistant and i were in coach 
separated by several rows. most importantly, we had a date when the three 
of us would meet to start the real work of organizing his story.
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SpI r I t uA l  pr AC t IC e  1

Relationship Assessment 

When the narrator asked caleb about the goal for the story, he replied, 
“in my opinion, a good deal of the church is unhealthy. it teaches theology, 
morality, and, occasionally, good works. But it doesn’t teach people enough 
about having a relationship with god.” caleb’s words should challenge us to 
think about our own spirituality. Do we have a connection with god? Does 
this relationship inform our lives? The goal of this Relationship assessment 
is to meditate while asking god questions that look back at important times 
in our lives.

ancient judeo-christian meditation differs in a few significant ways 
from more modern forms of meditation. For instance, the goal of the an-
cient practitioner was not to empty the mind, but to fill it with intentional 
focused thoughts about a particular subject—all the while letting the Holy 
spirit speak into these thoughts. The ancient practitioner sought a place 
of quiet solitude in which to meditate, but they did not attempt to enter 
into a state of relaxation. meditation was hard work. The Hebrew words for 
meditation literally mean to growl, groan, sigh, mutter, or speak. Figura-
tively, they mean to occupy oneself, ponder, imagine, and study. try think-
ing of whatever the subject you are meditating on as a big plot of land that 
you would like to cultivate. Your job is to present this plot of land to god 
by describing what you know of it to god. as you describe it, you try to 
see it through god’s eyes. Then, most importantly, you stop and let the 
Holy spirit speak through your free flowing thoughts. as you enter this 
ultimate place of listening, picture god plowing up the plot of land you 
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have presented—revealing what lies beneath the soil, removing rocks and 
obstacles to your clear understanding of the subject.

How to pray the Relationship Assessment

Day 1

ask god to help you pick out four significant periods of your life to 
review. name each of these times and give them a date range. examples 
might be college Years (2000–4), Parents’ Divorce (1984–86), or illness 
and Death of a Friend (2012–13). They do not have to be consecutive pe-
riods in your life.

Days 1–4

each day meditate on one of these periods of your life asking god to 
show you how your relationship with god during this time was strong or 
weak, why the relationship was strong or weak, and then journal what god 
reveals to you.

Day 5

look back over your journal for the week. ask god to show you what 
is common and different during the times that you were close to and far 
from god. Do any patterns emerge? What do you learn from these patterns?



Conflicting Interpretations

The LORD is my shepherd, I shall not want. He makes me lie down 
in green pastures; he leads me beside still waters; he restores my soul. 
He leads me in right paths for his name’s sake. Even though I walk 
through the darkest valley, I fear no evil; for you are with me; your 
rod and your staff—they comfort me. You prepare a table before me 
in the presence of my enemies; you anoint my head with oil; my cup 
overflows. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days 
of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of the LORD my whole life 
long.

—Psalm 23:1–6
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An Ancient Opera
Song 1:1

The Song of Songs, which is Solomon’s.

—song of solomon 1:1

***

i woke up to sunshine flickering off of snow-covered streets the satur-
day morning after my encounter with congressman morgan. after a break-
fast of warm oatmeal topped with blueberries, i decided to put on my faux 
fur-lined boots and make my way to the esteemed georgetown university 
library, where faithful jesuits had housed a treasure-trove of documents on 
the subject of the shulammite. it was a windy, but beautiful fifteen-minute 
walk from the tiny english basement apartment i rented in a white brick 
townhouse in georgetown. Finding a cozy, overstuffed chair, i settled in to 
explore the books that i had pulled from the dustless mahogany shelves.

The song of solomon, to which congressman morgan had referred, 
was an Old testament book written a thousand or so years before the birth 
of christ. Though today it is spoken of as a “book,” it was likely performed 
as a sort of ancient opera on village greens.1 some scholars claimed that the 
first verse makes clear that the words were written by King solomon him-

1. smith, “song of solomon: The shulammite and the King,” disc 1. 
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self, while others say it was only about him, not by him. some believed it was 
a fictional story written about the King, others believed it was a historical 
account. either way, King solomon was the King of israel and son of King 
David. King David was the slayer of goliath, writer of poetry, composer of 
songs, adulterer, murderer, and somehow, despite his sins, repented and 
became, once again, a man after god’s own heart.2 His son, King solomon, 
had big shoes to fill with a demanding mission of his own—the building of 
the temple in jerusalem. 

it made sense that the song was written by King solomon, who was 
said in other scripture to be a prolific songwriter like his dad.3 evidently, in 
those days, the manly thing to do when you weren’t engaged in battle was to 
write songs. in this case, a love story about oneself. interestingly, “The song 
of songs” was titled as though it was considered King solomon’s very best 
song.4 another work signed by King solomon is ecclesiastes, which, unbe-
knownst to me at the time, would become important later on in congress-
man morgan’s story. it too begins in a similar fashion: “Vanity of vanities.”5 
it makes one think that whatever King solomon wrote or composed, he 
thought in extremes.

On the other hand, if King solomon did not write the song, some-
thing interesting emerges. The song may have originated in the northern 
Kingdom.6 its purpose may have been to encourage the northern King-
dom to resist King solomon.7 solomon’s northern Kingdom had deterio-
rated so badly during his reign due to forced labor and taxation that he was 
indeed a very unpopular king.8 if so, the northern Kingdom surely heard 
a message in the song linking their struggle against solomon with that of 
the shulammite’s struggle against solomon. The song would have been a 
rallying cry for the northern Kingdom, who were debating the possibility 
of secession. The song called the people to draw close to god in order to 
overcome solomon’s oppression. in other words, if a young country girl 

2. acts 13:22.
3. 1 Kgs 4:32 states that King solomon’s “songs numbered a thousand and five.”
4. song 1:1.
5. eccl 1:2. “Vanity of vanities” can also be translated as “meaninglessness! utter 

meaninglessness!”
6. Bullock, An Introduction to the Old Testament Poetic Books, 263–64.
7. ibid., 254–59.
8. 1 Kgs 12:4.
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from the northern Kingdom could resist solomon’s unjust harem, then 
they could resist his unjust rule too.

to my amazement, as i perused book after book, i found that there 
were as many different theories about the song as there were books inter-
preting it. some more recent scholars believed it was an ancient manual il-
lustrating god’s ideal for love, sex, and marriage.9 still others believed that 
it was a collection of unrelated drinking songs sung for their pornographic 
entertainment—or taking that line of thinking down a notch, others saw it 
as a series of erotic Hebrew poetry.10 

The ancient jews, early church theologians, and early christian mys-
tics interpreted the book allegorically—as an expression of the intimate 
covenant relationship between god and humanity.11 in it, they saw King 
solomon as the god figure and the shulammite as the covenant people (if 
they were jewish) or the church (if they were christian).12 They saw a wed-
ding day and a honeymoon, which represented the intimate committed 
relationship between humanity and god.

However, solomon, at the writing of the song, had more than sixty 
wives and eighty concubines.13 in an Old testament book, 1 Kings, gener-
ally believed to have been written five hundred years after the song of solo-
mon, it is said that King solomon’s harem grew even larger reaching seven 
hundred wives and three hundred concubines.14 The shulammite was most 
certainly one of these concubines.15 concubines were used by the king for 

9. glickman, A Song for Lovers. 
10. Falk, The Song of Songs.
11. guyon, Song of Songs of Solomon.
12. johnson, Proverbs, 130. early rabbis drew on the motif of human marriage that 

had been developed by the prophets (including Hosea and jeremiah) as symbolizing the 
covenant between god and humanity. later christians (Origen and augustine) saw the 
book as an allegory of christ and his bride, the church.

13. song 6:8.
14. 1 Kgs 11:3.
15. ginsburg, The Song of Songs, 16–17 and copan, Is God a Moral Monster?, 110–12. 

ginsburg points out that because the shulammite was a peasant woman who has worked 
in the fields (song 1:5–6) and was kidnapped by solomon’s men (song 6:11–12), it is not 
possible that she has the pedigree to be solomon’s wife. many scholars, such as copan, 
often in order to justify the song as a love story between solomon and his concubine, 
have reasoned that wives and concubines were both treated very well in ancient israel. 
However, ginsburg writes that concubines were often given as gifts or outright captured. 
They were kept for the gratification of the man’s carnal desires and were placed in the 
most inaccessible part of the palace where dogs or eunuchs guarded them. They were not 
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sex. essentially that was their only purpose. This is hardly a legitimate set-
ting for a divine love story. in truth, King solomon was a slave master, who, 
in all likelihood, knew a lot about lust, but very little about meaningful 
male-female relationships. His keeping of sex slaves—and the capturing of 
the shulammite16—showed little understanding of what it meant to truly 
love and respect the opposite sex. in addition, there was no way he could 
possibly meet either the emotional or the sexual needs of a harem that 
would eventually grow to a thousand women. 

given all of this, some scholars came to see the “solomon as a picture 
of god” interpretation of the song as highly problematic and even offen-
sive.17 congressman morgan and his father fell into this camp. solomon 
was not a man who could (or should) represent the love of god for human-
ity or god’s ideal for a perfect sex life. nor did it seem likely to them that 
god would want god’s followers to identify as sex slaves in the harem of 
god. For all of these reasons, some scholars came to reject the notion that 
solomon represented god and that the shulammite represented humanity. 
i agreed with them. 

Fortunately, as early as the twelfth century, a theory developed which 
explained the song in a way that addressed these concerns. it is often called 
“The two male Theory.”18 scholar s.R. Driver, writing at the turn of the 
twentieth century noted that the two male theory had previously been “ac-
cepted by the majority of modern critics and commentators.”19 However, 
something happened to push this theory underground. 

While taking a break from my research in the library, i walked outside 
and down the library stairs where i could peer out at the Potomac covered 
with patches of ice and snow. it was here that a thought occurred to me. 
i could not prove it, but i wondered if the two male theory hadn’t been 
pushed underground in the last half of the 19th century so that the “god as a 

allowed to leave the palace unguarded. nor were they allowed visitors except for their 
closest family members. Their offspring were considered illegitimate heirs that were rou-
tinely barred from inheriting the father’s title or estates, even when there was an absence 
of any legitimate heirs.

16. song 6:12.
17. ginsburg, Song of Songs, 20–102 and Kuak, Song of Solomon, 2–9. 
18. some examples of scholars who subscribe to the two male Theory include: ibn 

ezra in the twelfth century, j. jacobi in 1771, s. lowisohn in 1816, s. lowisohn in 1826, 
christian ginsburg in 1857, Frederic godet in 1894, s.R. Driver in 1913, john Patterson 
in 1932, leroy Waterman in 1948, Hassell Bullock in 1988, and iain Provan in 2001.

19. s. R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament, 437.
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slave master” interpretation of the book could be used to justify first slavery 
and later racism. it would be a thought i would return to again and again as 
congressman morgan’s story unfolded before me. 

congressman morgan’s father was known as Doc to the group of 
african-american churches that he pastored, but he wasn’t a medical doc-
tor. He had received a PhD in theology from Oberlin college. One thing 
he wanted his congregants to know was the Bible. He taught them well. 
moreover, one thing that he taught them was the two male theory of the 
song of solomon. it would not be going too far to say that Doc’s congre-
gants, as well as congressman morgan, had adopted this interpretation as 
a lifelong guide for both developing a strong relationship with god and for 
dismantling injustice. 

in Doc’s interpretation, King solomon, the powerful, lustful king that 
he was, has had his soldiers entice the shulammite away from her com-
munity—her family, friends, and her beloved shepherd (the second male 
in the story). This was perfectly legitimate in keeping with the original text, 
because the ancient Hebrew, while revealing the gender of characters, does 
not differentiate as to how many male characters are in the story. Doc, like 
the nineteenth-century scholar ginsburg, distinguished between the lyrics 
attributed to the shepherd by the use of pastoral language and the lyrics at-
tributed to King solomon by express allusions to his kingship.20 The scholar 
s.R. Driver further differentiated between the two male characters by say-
ing that “the speeches attributed to the king are somewhat stiff and formal,” 
while those of the shepherd, “breathe a warm and devoted affection.”21 tak-
ing these aspects of the original text into consideration, the text allows for 
two main male characters both competing for the shulammite’s attention. 
One of the males is King solomon, but, in Doc’s interpretation, solomon 
did not represent god. instead, he was the lustful oppressor who desired 
the shulammite for selfish reasons without regard for her well-being. it is 
the other male character, who the shulammite calls “Beloved” and is re-
ferred to as “the shepherd,” who represents god. The shepherd truly loves 
the shulammite and is utterly selfless in his love for her. 

in the two male theory, god is the good shepherd who seeks to free 
the shulammite. This view of god as the good shepherd, who seeks out 
lost sheep, is consistent with many metaphors and parables of the Old and 
new testament. The shepherd pursues the shulammite along with King 

20. ginsburg, The Song of Songs, 6–7.
21. s. R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament, 437.
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solomon, but he truly loves her, unlike the king. This love triangle dem-
onstrates the struggle of the young shulammite. One male, the oppressor, 
solomon, has enslaved her in order to have his way with her. He is ready 
to please her—at least until he has conquered her. Of course, once he had 
conquered her, he would have certainly cast her aside along with the others 
in his ever-growing harem. The other male, the shepherd, the god charac-
ter, was her true love and passion, her savior and hero who put her interests 
before his own. 

Doc’s interpretation is of the shulammite’s struggle between solomon 
and her beloved shepherd. she can accept that her worth is found in be-
ing the king’s sex slave. Or she can lean into her beloved shepherd where 
she has infinite worth and is free to be all she was created to be. Will she 
succumb to the oppressor’s unjust system, which enslaves her, or will she 
let her shepherd rescue her and carry her home where she can be her best 
self? it is the relationship between the shepherd and the shulammite, not 
solomon and the shulammite, that illustrates the relationship between 
christ and the church.22 i saw this two male theory as ringing with great 
truth. i could not help but believe that caleb’s interpretation was not only 
as respectable as any other, but also probably the correct one. This inter-
pretation was transformative and had the potential to change the world 
because it gave the oppressed a choice. The oppressed could continue be-
ing enslaved by solomon who represented corrupt world powers—unjust 
world systems—or they could choose to run to their creator’s arms where 
they would be loved and nurtured. 

i went back inside the library to gather my things and try to get warm 
before trekking toward home. a picture window near my chair provided a 
view from a higher elevation. From here, i could see over the Potomac with 
the arlington cemetery in the distance. The sun was starting to go down 
and the city glistened. 

i thought about how congressman morgan had said that the song had 
taught him how to dismantle oppression by drawing close to god. Though 
i did not yet know congressman morgan’s entire story nor what he even 
meant by “drawing close to god,” i did know that he had accomplished a 
magnitude in his twenty years as a congressional representative. He had 
worked on behalf of the oppressed creating opportunities that would allow 
them to succeed. 

22. john 3:29, eph 5:25–37, Rev 21:2, 10.
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That day in the airport, there had been something beautiful shining 
out from congressman morgan’s eyes—something numinous. it made me 
feel comfortable. But now, sitting there alone, staring through the picture 
window, i was completely terrified. i was terrified that his story might be 
too important for someone like me—someone with no real journalistic 
credentials whatsoever—to write. Yet, i was thrilled to the point of not be-
ing able to eat or sleep. We had planned to meet the following day at his 
Washington office. 
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